Why Aerate?
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Q: How long will it take for the cores left in my lawn to
disappear?
A: Depending on weather, soil conditions, watering and
mowing frequency, the cores will break down and disappear in
about two weeks. This process will add nutrients to your lawn.
Raking up the cores reduces aeration effectiveness.

Q: Can I aerate myself?
A: Aeration can be done by any homeowner that has a
“do-ityourself” attitude. Most rental stores rent gas powered walk
behind aerators. Many homeowners prefer to have a lawn care
professional handle this chore.

Q: How much does aeration cost?
A: Cost varies depending on location. Generally rental cost
averages around $70 per four-hour rental. It will usually take one
hour to aerate a typical residential lawn with the right size
machine. Use an 18" wide unit for 1/2 acre and a 25" unit for an
acre lot. A lawn care contractor is likely to charge between $75 to
$180 for a 1/2 acre, depending on location. But, rates vary.

Q: Is it important to aerate close to obstacles such as
drive ways, sidewalks and plantings?
A: Yes. Often these are the places where compaction is most
prevalent, where weeds often invade and where irrigation systems
often are less effective.

Q: How wet should my yard be for best aeration results?
A: Dry ground reduces the depth of cores and aeration effectiveness. Wet, muddy soil allows deep aeration but at the expense of
crusting the soil in the hole, reducing access to the roots and
making cores left in the yard a muddy mess that does not break
down as fast. Normally, aerating 24 hours after a 1/2" rain or
normal watering is best.

Q: Should I aerate during times of drought or high heat?
A: No. During this time, the grass growth is less active and
aeration could increase the invasion of weeds and possibly
increase the rate of water evaporation.
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